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QUESTION 1

In the last requirements meeting, Cloud Kicks team member mention that they will be taking the next week off for a
conference. What should a Consultant do in response to this news? 

A. Update the solution design while they are at the conference 

B. Have the client sign off on requirements and start the build 

C. Set up two requirements workshops the following week 

D. Update the project plan and communicate it to all the stakeholders 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which best describes the Salesforce Automation feature "Data Valid action" ? 

A. Ensures that we are tracking our progress towards the desired states. 

B. Enforces the business process. 

C. Identifies key stakeholders from the buy side. 

D. Makes sure we recognize those involved in the sales process. 

E. Allows to better automate the sales methodology. 

F. Determines the sales stages of an organization. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The sales teams at UC need to track partner relationships for each customer account. There can be many partners
related to each customer account. Additionally, the following partner-to-customer relationship information needs to be
tracked: Role of each partner, Support product category of each partner, Next step of each partner. What should a
consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Use partner role functionality. 

B. Create partner custom fields on account. 

C. Create a custom object for Partner relationships. 

D. Add partners to each customer account team. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

The sales director at Universal Containers is concerned the percentage of all Opportunities marked Closed Won is lower
than expected. The director wonders if sales reps are converting leads before enough information is known about the
prospects. 

Which two criteria should a consultant recommend to determine if a lead is qualified? Choose 2 answers 

A. The lead works for a well-known company. 

B. The sales rep believes there is a strong likelihood of a sale to this lead. 

C. The lead has submitted a written agreement to purchase. 

D. The lead needs Universal Container\\'s products and services. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

As part of a new Salesforce Knowledge implementation, Universal Containers would like to migrate articles from their
current database. Which factor should a Consultant consider as part of the migration strategy? 

A. Prepare a single .csv file that can be used to migrate all article types at once and include a properties file in a .zip for
import 

B. Verify that each article type has field-level security on all fields set to read-only prior to import, in order to prevent any
loss of data 

C. Ensure that each existing article type has a corresponding Salesforce Knowledge article type that matches it
structure and content 

D. Convert any articles containing HTML into plain text before importing because HTML is NOT support in any article
field types 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers has two different groups who use accounts. The sales group needs to populate 15 fields and view
the fields on the account record. The support group does NOT need to view the 15 fields on the account record but must
be able to run reports on them. Which solution will satisfy this requirement? 

A. Create separate page layouts for the sales and support groups. 

B. Create separate record types for the sales and support groups. 

C. Hide the fields through field-level security from the support group. 

D. Create a custom object for the 15 fields with a master-detail relationship 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

What are the main challenges that marketing faces when trying to align with sales? (Select all that apply) 

A. Inefficient handoff from marketing to sales 

B. Lack of feedback from marketing to sales 

C. Slowing down of lead velocity 

D. Sales cannot keep up with leads from marketing 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Cloud Kicks has sales teams distributed across global regions, The direction from sales leadership is to define access
based on region. For example, users within the region have access to regional dashboards, while the leadership team
has access to global dashboards. 

What should the Consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Create one Dashboard folder for all regions for both sales and the leadership team with View access. 

B. Create Dashboard folders for each regional sales team and one Dashboard folder for leadership team. 

C. Create region-based sales groups, one leadership group, and one Dashboard folder with View access. 

D. Create Dashboard folder for all regions\\' sales team and one Dashboard folder for the leadership team. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers is considering a Knowledge-Centered Support (KCS) implementation. 

Which three benefits can be expected from KCS adoption? Choose 3 answers 

A. Increased call deflection 

B. Increased call routing accuracy 

C. Reduced issue resolution time 

D. Reduced support channels 

E. Optimized use of resources 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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QUESTION 10

Your forecast is available to your manager only after you have clicked the Submit button. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A consulting firm has been retained to implement a new Service Cloud platform for a company. This company requires
quick iterations and a speedy project completion. The company has requested frequent 

project updates for check-ins and refinement. 

Which methodology should the Consultant recommend to meet the given requirements? 

A. Kanban 

B. Lightning Platform 

C. Agile 

D. Waterfall 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Cloud Kicks uses the Lead Source field to track the event from which a Lead originated. The marketing director
requested a report that shows every event a Lead has attended. This information is impossible to provide with the
current configuration. 

Which standard Salesforce functionality should a consultant recommend? 

A. Implement Campaigns to track events and define a campaign management process. 

B. Update the Lead Source field to the most recent event a Lead has attended using Process Builder. 

C. Configure a Custom Events object and relate it to the Lead object. 

D. Create a custom field to track the second event a Lead attends. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Sales management needs to measure sales performance by comparing the amount of business closed by each sales
representative against assigned quotas. Which metric will provide the required data? Select two answers. 
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A. Number of opportunities in the forecast by sales representative 

B. Percentage of closed opportunities by sales representative 

C. Percentage of quota attained by sales representative 

D. Quarterly forecast summary by sales representative 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal containers wants to send out an email promotion on a monthly basis to a list of 50,000 leads. What should a
consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Create a lead assignment rule to send the email to the leads monthly 

B. Use an email execution vendor to send emails for marketing campaigns 

C. Create an email alert workflow rule to send the email to the leads monthly 

D. Use the standard salesforce mass email tool located on the leads tab 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal Containers would like to associate some contacts with more than one Account (e.g., a contact is an employee
of one account and on the boards of several other Accounts). What solution should a consultant recommend to meet
this requirement? 

A. Associate the contact to other account using lookup field. 

B. Clone the contact record and add to the 2nd account. 

C. Add the contacts to the partner related list on the second Account. 

D. Enable Contact to multiple Accounts feature 

Correct Answer: D 
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